
Report on National Level Tech-Fest UDAAN-2023 

 

National Level Tech-Fest UDAAN Sky has no Limit -2023 a Technical Event took place in GDEC on 17th  

& 18th ,March 2023 at GIDC Degree Engineering College (GDEC). The ceremony was followed by the 

lamp lightening, Prayer of GOD and felicitation with flowers.  

Convener Dr. D. C. Patel conveyed the inaugural address and welcomes the invited guest of the 

function. In his address he said that tech fest play the major role to improve students creativity, 

team building and leadership abilities, practical experience and hence personality development by 

showcasing their inherent talents and also he appealed the students to make the use of maximum 

benefit from this kind of platforms by participating in large numbers to enrich their knowledge and 

to become excel in their career. Lastly he summarizes various events held in two days. 

 Principal, Dr. H. S. Patil has welcomed the invited dignitaries of the function and briefed about the 

institute growth in academic as well as curricular activity in his inaugural address. He also summaries 

the guest about various grant received by the institute from GUJCOST for design lab and SSIP for 

start-up and innovation. In addition, he motivated the students for the maximum participation in the 

each event of the Udaan. Stay as passionate and driven as you are today. Keep achieving and reach 

great heights with flying colours. 

The Guest of Honour Mr. Keshav Khernar Head of the Power plant Navsari, Head of the Power plant 

emphasis on quality of education and encourage them to come out of defined circle by innovation.  

He made familiar the student with current scenario of industry requirement of engineers in industry. 

The Guest of Honour Dr. Harnish Naik Owner Synergy Navsari, advised to follow the path of 

hardwork  than there is no need of motivational speech for success. He inspired students to grow 

their skills by being Inquisitive about new technologies and encourage students to innovate newer 

things that benefits to all.  He motivated students to achieve their goal in their life. 

The Chief Guest Jatin Mehta Chief executive Officers, Vapi  Green Enviro Ltd. encourage the student 

for right use of technology for the progress in their life. Also advice the students to remember for 

work hard and earn every opportunity that you want. Take every challenge you face as an 

opportunity for another chance to prove your worth. Also, know the difference between people to 

whom you have to prove yourself and those you don’t have to. His advice to the student about Life is 

truly special and with patience and hard work, you will certainly make responsible decisions for 

yourself, your family and for your country as well.  Take accountability for your failures and learn 

from them.  

In the vote of thanks, Dr. B. G. Patel thanked the chief guest, guest of honor and trustee 

members for being a part of this function. 

During this festival, students from various engineering colleges actively participated. The 

tech fest had several technical and non- technical events along with many fun filled games 

and stalls. 

In these 2 days the technical events included – Expert speech on technical topics in each 

department, Innovative Prototype Development, Sherlock, Mech-Mania, Electro-Extreme, 

Autokriti, Technical Paper Presentation, Robot Race etc. while non-technical events were 

treasure hunt, Lan game, Lazer maze etc. All the events were a huge success with active 



participation of students from various colleges. There were also few games which was a 

huge attraction for everyone. In this event more than 800 participants from institute as well 

as outside the institute participated enthusiastically. 

 

Glimpse of Technical Events: 
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